
 

Lost is the one show I have faithfully watched since its inception. Absolutely nothing can compare to it. But this season, for some reason, Lost has been so lame. It's not that they are bad episodes - but the writing quality has definitely taken a dive. You might argue that it's because Lost is coming to an end and time is running out, but what about the last three seasons where all of them were
phenomenal? I really hope people will be happy with how it ends up because I would hate for my favorite show to go without a satisfying finale because the writers ran out of ideas. If you agree with me on this please sign my petition here: http://lost-season-end-petition/ . We are not asking for a change in the writing team, but just to put some more love into the existing ones. "Oh Say Can You See"
would've made a great season finale it's so dramatic, but instead they chose "Across the Sea." Thank you very much, Anon

On November 20, 2008, NBC announced that "Lost" had been renewe…d for a sixth season due to begin airing on January 21, 2009. The sixth season will consist of 14 episodes and will be broadcast in high-definition with Dolby Surround Sound on DirecTV. This is the first time since the show aired that all episodes will be available in HD. HitFix.com had mixed reviews of the sixth season premiere.
They knocked "Man of Science, Man of Faith" remarking that the new episode was "less gripping than it needed to be" and that many of the characters were "unlikable". The review continues that the show has been playing out as a mystery show for too long and that it now needs to evolve into something else. The reviewer then notes that by not including any flashbacks from the season five finale,
they aren't really giving us a cliffhanger as much as they are hoping we won't remember what went on in those episodes if we do not watch them again. ABC.com gave "Man of Science, Man of Faith" 3.8 out of 5 stars. The reviewer stated that this "was not the best episode of Lost ever", but "with time travel, flash-forwards and flash-sideways, it was far better than expected". They further mention
that the characters are still evolving, which they think is the real strength of the show. IGN gave the episode 8/10 saying "If you've been jonesing for more Lost goodness, then your wish has finally been granted." It should be noted that these reviews were not given after seeing all 14 episodes of season 6 together but rather only this first episode's worth of material. The press release for the season,
along with clips from upcoming episodes, was issued during Comic-Con 2008. See it here.

"Lost" began to draw criticism after season 1 for its unusual structure and reliance on non-linear storylines. This criticism continued through the later seasons as critics thought that the series had too many characters, too many subplots, and was moving toward being more about mythology than character development.
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